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SYMMETRICALLY POSITIVE MAPS 

by 

* Pawel Kruszynski 

* Linear positive maps of C -algebras constitute a great class of mappings con-

taining many examples which are interesting from both physical and mathemati-

cal pOints of view. Among them are: representations, co-representations and 

Jordan representations [lJ. One can consider also mappings which are in some 

sense similar to them. Stinespring Theorem [2J characterizes in this sense com-

pletely positive and co-positive mappings, instead the result of E. St¢rmer 

[3J gives a description of decomposable maps ("of Jordan type" [4J) by means 

of a property of symmetrical positivity. 

A different approach is presented in the papers by S.L. Woronowicz and the 

author [4, 5, 6J, where the notion of non-extendible maps is introduced. It 

seems interesting to combine those both ideas. We give here the description 

of the class of symmetrically positive maps from the standpoint of the theory 

of non-extendible maps. Results are analogous to those in [5J. 

We will freely use the notation and basic definitions of positive maps of 

* C -algebras, non-extendibility etc. introduced in [5J. 

* * M (A) denotes the C -algebra of n x n matrices with entries from the C -algebra 
n 

A. We assume 1 € A. The map t : M (A) + M (A) is the transposition map which 
n n 

* 
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transforms a matrix [x .. J into [x . . J. M (A) is isomorphic to M (~1) ® A but 
~J J~ n n 

the map t is generally not commuting with this isomorphism as well as with 

authomorphisms of M (A). This leads to dependence of t on a factorization 
n 

(a choice of basis in ~n). Hence, we ought to be careful using the following 

notion : 

Definition 1 

An element x € M (A) is called symmetrically positive (s-positive) if both x 
n 

and t(x) are positive elements of M (A). 
n 

One can easily see that s-positive elements constitute a cone in M (A), which 
n 

is essentially smaller than the cone M (A) of positive elements. We do not 
n + 

know any nice characterization of tnose elements, even in the case of M2 (A). 

Nevertheless, we can introduce the following definition of symmetrically posi-

tive mappings: 

Definition 2 

* A mapping of C -algebras ~ : A + B is called n-symmetrically positive (n-s-

positive) if it is positive on the cone of s-positive elements of M (A), i.e. 
n 

[~(x .. )] E M (B) for all x E M (A), x = [x . . J, such that x,t(x) E M (A)+. 
~J n + n ~J n 

Clearly, this condition is essentially weaker then n-positivity. 

A map ~ : A + B is called completely s-positive if it is n-s-positive for all 

n E ~. We recall that a map ~ is decomposable (or of Jordanian type) if it 

has the following form: 

~ (a) * V7T(a)V 
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where V : K ~ H is a bounded linear map, K,H are Hilbert spaces and 

IT : A ~ B(K) is a Jordan representation of A. [3]. 

Theorem 1 ([3]) 

A map <p A ~ B(H) is completely symmetrically positive if and only if it is 

decomposable. 

Definition 3 

i) A map $ : A ~ B(H) is called an extension of a map <p : A ~ B(H) if for 

an isometric embedding i : H + H q, (a) i* $(a)i for all a € A 

ii) $ is called n-s-extension of q, if both q, and $ are n-s-positive and $ is 

an extension of q, 

iii) q, is called n-s-nonextendible map if all n-s-extensions $ of q, are trivial 

in the following sense: 

$(a)i(h) = i(q,(a)h) 

for all h € H.,a E A. 

We assume that all maps defined in Definition 3 are normalized i.e. 

q,(I)= 1,$(1)=1. 
H '" 

H 

Following [5] we introduce the seminorm 1Iq, on the space A ® H by: 

'" <P is a n-s-extension of q,} 

where q, is n-s-positive map from A into B(H), a E A ® H, $(a) denote the 

linear extension of the map a ® h ~ $(a)h , a E A , h E H 
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Now we can formulate an easy criterion of n-s-nonextendibility : 

Proposition 1 

Let ~ : A + B(H) be a n-s-positive map. Then the following conditions are 

equivalent: 

i) ~ is n-s-nonextendible 

ii) For each a E A ~ H 

II a II~ = II ~ (a) II 

iii) There exist total sets in A and H, A and H resoectively, such that for o 0-

all a E A and h E H the following equality 
o 0 

lIa ~ h II~ 1I~(a)hll 

holds. 

Proof 

We give here only an outline of the proof, which is essentially analogous to 

that of the Proposition 2.2 in [4J. 

i) - ii) and ii) - iii) trivially, 

iii) .. i) . 

'" Let ~ be any n-s-extension of q" then for a E A ,h E H o 0 

lIa ~ hllq, = 1I~(a)hll ~ 1I¢(a)i(h) II 

On the other hand we have: 

~(a)h *'" i q,(a)i(h) 
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so 

1I~(a)i(h)1I ~ II <p(a)hII 

i. e. 

1I~(a)i(h)1I II <p(a)h II II i t ~ (a) i (h) II 

and it follows that 

i <p(a)h ~ (a) i (h) 

and by continuity the same holds for all a € A ,h € H. Hence, ~ is a trivial 

extension. o 

We formulate now a result which is a generalization of results of [4] and [5]. 

It covers also the case of n-s-positive maps. 

* We say that a class of positive maps of C -algebras into algebras of all boun-

ded operators in Hilbert spaces has a property "L'.' if each family of maps from 

this class, directed by the relation of extension, possesses a maximal element 

in this class. Members of a class with property "L" are called L-positive. 

n-positive and G-positive maps ([5]) are examples of L-positive maps. We will 

show that the class of n-s-positive maps is L-class as well as any class of 

maps characterized by a system of weak inequalities on a given set of elements. 

Theorem 2 

* Every L-positive map of C -algebra A into B(H) possesses a L-positive exten-

sion which is non-extendible in the class of L-positive maps, i.e. L-non-

extendible L-extension. 
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Proof 

At first observe that if ~c A ® 8 is a countable set, ~ is L-positive map 

from A into B(8), then there exists its L-positive extension ~~ such that 

for all z EO ~ 

II ~ ~ (z) II = II z II~ 
z 

Indeed, in virtue of the following inequalities: 

II z II~ ~ II z \I '" ~ - II ~ (z) II ?! II ~ (z) II 
~ 

which hold for arbitrary L-positive extension ~, we can construct for each 

Z EO ~ a family of L-positive maps {¢z} such that: 
k k=1,2, ••• 

and 

for 

~z z 
~k is L-positive extension of ~k-l 

z o :;; II z II - II ~k (z) II :;; 
¢z 

k 

c /k z 

c ~ 0, a constant number. 
z 

k=1,2, ••• 

The upper bound of the family 
z 

{¢k}' ¢z' is the L-positive map such that 

II 4> z (z) II = II z II¢ 
z 

Now, for any finite subset J = {zl,z2, ••. ,zn} c~ we can construct the 

L-positive map 4>J which has the property: 

for all z EO J • 

The family {~J}Jc~is directed by inclusion of sets J. 
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The upper bound <P
ZZ 

of this family is the L-posi ti ve map such that: 

II <P (z) II = 
ZZ for all z € :?Z • 

* If the Hilbert space H and C -algebra A are separable then it is sufficient 

to put 

ZZ=A ®H 
o 0 

where A and H are denumerable, dense subsets of A and H respectively. Then 
o 0 

the desired L-non-extendible extension of <P is <P in virtue of Proposition 
ZZ 

1 iii). 

As L-property was defined by means of non necessarily denumberable families 

of maps we could also prove the result for general case, using the trans-

finite induction principle as in [5J, Theorem 1.17. 

Proposition 2 

The class of n-s-positive maps has the property L. 

Proof 

Let {<p } be a family of n-s-positive maps <p : A + B(H ), directed by the q q q 

o 

extension relation: for every pair of indices Q1,q2 there exists an index q3 

such tha t the map <p q 
3 

is n-s-extension of <p and <p • 
q1 q2 

We introduce in U H the equivalence relation ~ by: x,y € U H , x 
q q q q Y if and 

only if there exist embeddings i 
q3q 1 

H + H such that 
q2 q3 

for certain index q3. 



Put H 
00 

= U H / 
q q 

Then H 

([x] I [y]) = 
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00 
is a pre-Hilbert space with the scalar product: 

where q3 is the index of the common extension of ~q and ~q , and 
1 2 

Denote by H the Hilbert space being the completion of Hoo with respect to the 

above pre-Hilbert topology. 

Let ~(a), a € A, denote the operator on H given by: 
00 

(~ I ~ (a)z;;) = (x I ~ (a)Y)H 
q q 

where x and yare representatives of ~ and ~ in a Hilbert space H • The map 
q 

a ~ ~(a) is linear. 

As for all a € A+ we have a ~ A1 for some A > 0 we have: 

as ~ are positive. So ~(a) is bounded, positive, hence it extends onto the 
q 

whole space H by continuity. 

aecause maps ~n : M (A) ~ B(H ) ® M are symmetrically positive, the same 
q n q n 

holds for ~, by continuity. 

This way we constructed the desired n-s-positive map, which is a common exten-

sion of all maps ~ • 
q 

Corollary 1 

* Each n-s-positive map of a C -algebra possesses n-s-nonextendible 

n-s-positive extension. 

o 
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Corollary 2 

Each completely s-positive map possesses s-non-extendible completely s-postive 

extension. 

Proof 

The n-s-extension constructed in Proposition 2 is the same for every n and so 

it is n-s-nonextendible for each n = 1,2, •••• o 

Theorem 3 

Given a positive map ~ : A + B(H), then 

i) ~ is a representation of A if and only if it is completely positive and 

completely non-extendible 

ii) ¢ is a Jordan representation of A if and only if it is completely 

s-positive and completely s-non-extendible 

iii) ~ is a co-representation of A if and only if it is completely co-positive 

and completely co-non-extendible. 

Proof 

i) and iii) are quotations of Theorem 2.42 [5] 

ii) follows from the Theorem 4.1 [4], since we know that Jordan maps are non

extendible, hence s-non-extendible. 

On the other hand, in virtue of Theorem 1 any completely s-positive maps can 

be extended to a Jordan representation: If this extension can not be non-

trivial then the map ¢ is Jordan's representation itself. o 
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The above result, though interesting, seems to be non satisfactory, because 

in the case of representations and co-representations the sufficient condi-

tion is 2-positivity (s-co-positivity) with non-extendibility (co-non-

extendibili ty) • 

We conjecture the following: 

Every s-non-extendible and 2-s-positive map is a Jordan representation. 

Observe that the method of proof similar to the proofs in [4J and [5J is 

non applicable here: namely it would be based on a construction of the linear 

map: 

r a , X (a) 

A 3 a~1 
_ X* (a) , Z (a) 

which had had to be positive and also positive after compostion with the trans-

It turns out, however, that this leads to the trivial solution: 

A 3 a~ r ~ 
I Aa 

1 A,y e: a: ,y > 0, 

and class of extensions of ~ obtained this way consists with maps of the 

form ~ ® m m e: M+ what is of no use in the chosen method. nXn 
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